Why Crowley?

Expeditionary Accommodation Services
Ships, Structured Facilities, Floating Work Platforms, Meals and Security
that all Follow Required Quarantine Protocols

DFTS – HTC71117DR003, United States Transportation Command (USTRANSCOM) | USC-09 – HTC71119DW019P00003, Surface Deployment Distribution Command (SDDC) | RCTSD – 70FA3019D00000001, Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) | GAA – DTMA1H10001, Maritime Administration (MARAD)

ACTIVE CONTRACTS

- 10 x 400’ barges and 1 x 260’ barge available for utilization
- Fleet of high-powered vessels capable of towing all equipment
- Assets strategically positioned to assist/transport barges in the Gulf of Mexico, Atlantic seaboard, and Pacific coast
- Housing units capable of accommodating 500+ people per barge or over 5,500 people total
- In-house capability of manning vessels with supporting staff (stewards, cooks, electricians, mariners)
- In-house support from Crowley subsidiary Jensen Maritime providing naval architecture and marine engineering assistance

Crowley has been a consistent, responsive partner of the United States government for more than 100 years. We stand ready to support your COVID-19 response mission by providing you with speed to market, 24/7/365 readiness, experience, high performance and best-in-class technology.

For more information contact COVID19@crowley.com or crowley.com/covid19-support
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